Stuck for ideas? Here’s a starter for ten on getting creative, whilst staying home

WHAT CAN I DO TO #MAKEITBLUE?

1. **Put on as many blue clothes as you can**
2. **Shake up and share the recipe of a blue mocktail or cocktail**
3. **Mix up the lyrics of a famous song, using the word ‘blue’**
4. **Tell us a blue joke - but keep it clean eh? It’s a family show**
5. **Put on as many blue clothes as you can**
6. **Shake up and share the recipe of a blue mocktail or cocktail**
7. **Mix up the lyrics of a famous song, using the word ‘blue’**
8. **Tell us a blue joke - but keep it clean eh? It’s a family show**
9. **Put on as many blue clothes as you can**
10. **Shake up and share the recipe of a blue mocktail or cocktail**
11. **Mix up the lyrics of a famous song, using the word ‘blue’**
12. **Tell us a blue joke - but keep it clean eh? It’s a family show**
13. **Put on as many blue clothes as you can**
14. **Shake up and share the recipe of a blue mocktail or cocktail**
15. **Mix up the lyrics of a famous song, using the word ‘blue’**
16. **Tell us a blue joke - but keep it clean eh? It’s a family show**

**NHS:**
- **Put on as many blue clothes as you can**
- **Shake up and share the recipe of a blue mocktail or cocktail**
- **Mix up the lyrics of a famous song, using the word ‘blue’**
- **Tell us a blue joke - but keep it clean eh? It’s a family show**
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- **Put on as many blue clothes as you can**
- **Shake up and share the recipe of a blue mocktail or cocktail**
- **Mix up the lyrics of a famous song, using the word ‘blue’**
- **Tell us a blue joke - but keep it clean eh? It’s a family show**